The authors derive the design equations for parametric linear quadratic control of continuous-time systems with random delays. This problem motivates a more general setup that is utilised for the development of efficient numerical algorithms. Systems with random delays are important in control problems over communication networks. The generalised setup allows robustness issues against modelling errors and statistically varying disturbances to be addressed. The results are illustrated with examples.
Introduction
Modern optimal analytical control theory provides a beautiful set of solutions to a number of important control problems [ 1-31. However, there are a number of important design problems that appear to be out of reach by purely analytical methods. One of the famous unsolved problems is the optimal instantaneous output feedback problem [2, 31 (unsolved in an analytical sense). This problem is a special case of parametric linear quadratic control [4] . The steady increase in computing power will make it likely that systematic nonanalytical approaches gain more prominence in the control and systems field in the future.
The parametric linear quadratic (PLQ) (and H2) control approach offers a versatile set of tools to solve many realistic controller design problems; see, for example, [4-61 and the references therein. This is in fact an old field; see, for example, [2-4, 71 for some historical remarks. Similar techniques have also been used in parametric H, control. In [8] a re-examination of infinite horizon LQ control is given with generalised nonprobabilistic disturbance [9] and loss function descriptions.
There are many possible numerical approaches for solving parametric LQ control problems [4] . Unfortunately, parametric LQ problems are not generically convex problems. Hence it is well justified to approach the solution of parametric LQ problems with methods that in the case of a nice convex PLQ problem instance are guaranteed to find the solution. Many approaches have in fact been used such as homotopy methods, variable metric gradient methods, the Newton method, and special purpose methods. Vol. 147, No. 6, November 2000 In this work we illustrate how to derive in a systematic manner very simple and efficient algorithms to solve certain difficult design problems. We start by considering the optimal instantaneous output feedback problem for systems with time-varying (or random) delays. We then show that this problem formulation motivates a more general setup which could be applied to consider robustness issues like modelling errors and statistically varying disturbances. The reason for considering time-varying delays is that they are a growing problem in industrial applications and that they probably will be more prominent in industrial applications in the future. These delays, which are often of a stochastic nature, i.e. randomly varying, are likely to occur when the control system is closed with a communication network. The assumption in standard controller design methods is that the system is timeinvariant. However, the presence of time-varying delays in the feedback loop may result in undesired closed-loop behaviour.
Time-varying (or random) delays in communication networks are evident in very fast processes, such as flight control systems in advanced aircraft [IO] and active suspension in automobiles [ I I]. However, it has been shown in [I21 that, as the number of network users increases, the augmented traffic causes a larger data latency, resulting in poorer performance even for relatively slow processes which are attached to the network. The phenomenon of time-varying delays is also likely to occur when the controller is implemented in a time-shared computer or when the computation time varies for each new value of the control signal that is computed for example in fuzzy controllers or controllers based on artificial intelligence (AI); see [ 131.
It has been shown several times that time-varying delays can degrade the performance of the closed-loop system so that instability occurs [ 1 1, 14, 151. It is therefore surprising that there is relatively little work which has been published on this topic. Because of the more frequent use of various networks and computing media in digital control systems, it is becoming more important to account for the random delays generated by the transmission of signals through such media in the controller design process. For more references on this topic see [16, 171. We are here going to use certain special purpose numerical methods for PLQ problems partly because of our long experience with such methods. These methods rely quite heavily on the special structure of PLQ problems and involve therefore a certain amount of analytic work, yet are very simple to implement in algorithmic form. One advantage of these methods is that they provide more information about the design problem than an analytical solution alone as they generate a sequence of controllers and their associated performances. Typically problems in the numerical solution indicate lack of robustness and related risks in problem formulation.
A parametric LQ control problem for linear continuoustime systems with random delays is studied in Section 2. It is shown that the particular problem studied here is a special case of a more general parametric LQ problem for linear systems with stochastic parameters. Descent Anderson-Moore type algorithms are described in detail for this latter class of problems in Section 3 . Numerical examples are presented in Section 4. These illustrate that the considered general setup allows that robustness issues against not only random delays, but also against modelling errors; unmodelled dynamics and disturbances with timevarying statistical properties can be addressed within the considered setup.
Parametric LO control with random delays
Consider the linear finite-dimensional single-input system
(1) (2) where x is the state, U is the input, y is the output, and v and e are disturbance (noise) terms. Here v is a Wiener process with incremental covariance matrix Rv . Finally, e is a white noise process with covariance matrix Re and independent of v. (Note that the assumptions on e imply that the sample paths of e are not continuous hnctions of time). Eqn. 1 is a system of linear stochastic differential equations [ 11.
It is assumed that the sensors sample y each h time unit in a syncronised manner and send the sampled y values via a common medium to a controller node that computes the next control signal ( U ) value, which is then sent to an actuator. Let TT 2 0 and z p > 0 denote the time delays between the sensor and the controller node and between the controller node and the actuator, respectively, on the sampling interval [kh,(k+ 1)h Furthermore, {w(kh)} is a white noise process with covariance matrix Let { z r } and {zy} be independent white noise sequences such that eqn. 3 is satisfied. Note that if the condition in eqn. 3 does not hold then the sampled system eqn. 4 contains older inputs than u ( ( k -1)h). We leave the analysis of this more general case to future work. Let us assume that the control law is given by
where Q and R are (symmetric) positive semidefinite weighting matrices and the expectation operation E is taken over all stochastic variables present in the continuous system, eqns. 1 and 2, and the sampled system, eqn. 4. Furthermore, we shall be interested in the limiting value of eqn. 9 when k+ CO. This limit exists when the second moment matrix of x(kh) approaches a constant (finite) matrix for k+ CO. A necessary condition for this is that
Hence it is assumed that the associated delay free discretised system is stabilisable by instantaneous output feedback. To study the existence of the limiting value of eqn. 9 let us start by deriving a second moment equivalent system to eqn. 4. Theorem 1. The system eqn. 4 has the same second moments as the system
We shall be interested in the quadratic loss function 
Pvoof: Simply evaluate E[x((k+ l)h)x((k+ l)h)']
(i.e. the second moment matrix of x((k+ 1)h)) via both eqns. 4 and 10 and compare the results. The essential assumption for the two results to be the same is that the delays z? and zp are independent white noise processes (actually it would suffice to assume that they are uncorrelated). Recall also that the input U is one-dimensional by assumption.
Note that eqn. 10 is a special case of a class of state space systems with stochastic parameters that has been been studied earlier; see, for example, [5, 181 and the references therein. Hence we can write up directly, using eqn 10, the expressions for the limiting value of When A-' does not exist, it is possible to either evaluate all integrals purely numerically, or to perturb A slightly to an invertible matrix A + A A and to proceed as above and to estimate the error caused by the perturbation.
A more general setup
As noted earlier the system eqn. 10, with its output equation and the control law, eqn. 8, is a special case of where v and e are uncorrelated zero mean white noise processes with covariance matrices R, and R,, respectively. Furthermore, { q , }~~, are uncorrelated zero mean white noise processes with variances {~f } : " =~. (Here ql = {ql(k)}k,, .) Note that here the notation is the standard one for discrete time systems, but this should not cause any confusion with the notation in eqns. 1 and 10. Note that here the input U can be a vector.
Introduce the loss function
where Q and R are (symmetric) positive semidefinite weighting matrices. Assuming that P = P(F) = limk+as x(k)x(k)' exists, the loss J(F') can be written as
Furthermore, P is given as a positive semidefinite solution to the generalised Lyapunov equation
One method to solve this matrix equation is to write it as a system of linear equations (unfortunately even if it is utilised that P is symmetric, the resulting system of equations has (n2 + n)/2 unknowns, where n = d i m ) , and solve this system with any standard method such as Gauss elimination. For more details see [19] . But as the number of unknowns grows as n2 this approach is not very attractive for large n. Another approach is to solve eqn. 22 iteratively by defining the sequence
where Pj+l is obtained by solving a standard Lyapunov equation with some efficient method (note that one can utilise repeatedly the same matrix transformation of A+BFC to the Schur form, for example, as in the Bartels-Stewart method). Pj converges to P when P exists. Let SM, denote the set of feedback gains for which A + BFC is a stable matrix and for which P = P(F) exists as a (finite) positive semidefinite matrix. (The notation SA4 comes from SM, being the set of feedback gains stabilising the system eqn. 17 in the sense of finite second moments.) This set is a subset of the feedback gains for which A + BFC is a stable matrix. Consider now the problem of
Our objective is not to describe conditions for the existence of a minimiser Fop E SMF such that J(Fop) = Jinf. It suffices to state that such a minimiser exists under mild conditions. Our interest here is to discuss how to find such a solution when SM, is nonempty. It would be possible to try numerical global optimisation of J(F), but this is in general a computationally demanding task. In practice a designer wishes to have a fast practical approach for computing trial designs. Hence in practice it is typical, in many engineering fields, to use efficient iterative methods which guarantee that the user finds at least a local minimiser to a minimisation problem. These methods are such that when SMb-is a (bounded) convex set and J(F) is a strictly convex function in SM,, they are guaranteed to find the global minimising feedback gain matrix Fop. Wide experience from parametric LQ (linear quadratic) problems indicates that these two convexity conditions hold quite often, but not always.
A VERY special feature of the optimisation problem, eqn. 24, is that it is possible to utilise the structure of J(F) to an unusually great degree in the numerical minimisation. We describe here a technique that reduces to efficient methods for solving ordinary linear quadratic (LQ) control problems (and hence for solving algebraic Riccati equations) when the problem eqn. 24 reduces to such simpler and well understood problems. The main idea is to study the loss increment for the loss function J.
The loss increment technique was used first by Halyo and Broussard in their 1981 paper [20] on the optimal instantaneous output feedback problem. This paper provided an improvement over the Anderson-Moore method [2] for solving the optimal instantaneous output feedback problem. The first paper to analyse a provably (globally) convergent modification of the Anderson-Moore method is probably [21] . It became subsequently clear that the loss increment technique provides a natural way to derive (and to prove the convergence of) many promising algorithms for various parametric LQ control problems [4] .
Let F E SMF. Introduce the (symmetric) positive semidefinite matrix S = S(F) as a solution to the generalised Lyapunov equation
Introduce also the notation
?(F) = CP(F)C' + R,, i ( F ) = B'S(F)B + R (26) (27)
The matrix function S(fl can be used to derive an expres-
sion for the loss increment AJ(F,,F,) =J(F2) -J(F,) for any F,,F, E SM, . This involves only straightforward (but lengthy) algebraic manipulations with the result

AJ(F2, F , ) = tr AF'(2[,!?(Fl)Fl&F2) + B'S(Fl)AP(F2)C']
+ c m r=l 2a?[B:S(Fl)B,F1k(F2) + B:S(F,)A,P(F,)C']}
+ c::, o?tr AF'B$(F,)BiAFp(F2) (28)
where AF= F2 -F,. Therefore the gradient of the loss J ( f l at F E SM, is given by
[B:S(F)B,Fi(F) + B:S(F)A,P(F)C']
The loss increment expression suggests several methods for finding a minimiser of J(F, in SM,. The simplest of these methods is a direct generalisation of the descent Anderson-Moore method using a simple step length rule as follows.
Algorithm DAMI: The loss increment expression suggests the following 4'. Compute
The modified algorithm will be called here DAM,?. Let us point out some simple robustification ideas that are worth including in an actual computer implementation of the above algorithms.
Step 4 (4') of the two algorithms contains a potentially fragile numerical operation, namely the inversion of two matrices. For example, with a zero initial matrix F, these inverses do not sometimes exist, but we can modify the matrices to be inverted in the computation of Dk by arbitrary additions to them of positive semidefinite matrices of appropriate dimensions without destroying the descent property of the computed search direction! We have actually replaced in algorithm DAMl step 4 by the robustified version where p > 0 is a small positive number and I is a generic notation for identity matrices. An analogous refinement has been included in algorithm DAM2.
The algorithms DAMl and DAM2 utilise a simple condition for choosing the step length parameter 0 < a 5 1. To prove global convergence of the algorithms to a stationary point (zero gradient), it is required to use a more complicated step length condition (Makila and Toivonen [4] 
Examples
A number of examples are included here to illustrate the discussed concepts and algorithms. We have used MATLAB version 5.2 in our computations. The dlyap function of the Control Systems Toolbox has been employed to solve standard Lyapunov equations. We have used the positive definiteness enforcing parameter value p=O.OOOOl in the DAM algorithms in all our computations below.
Robustified minimum variance control example
Consider minimum variance control of the ARMAX system [ l , pp. 184-1871, (33) where a , = -0.7,b1 =0.99 and c , =0.95. Here {e(t)} is a white noise sequence with variance G : = 1. The controller minimising E Y (~)~ is given by
This controller achieves Ey(t)' = 0 2 = 1. Unfortunately, the obtained closed-loop system performance is very sensitive to small errors and/or perturbations in the model eqn. 33. In [l, pp. 385-1873 the suboptimal controller
is obtained to reduce the sensitivity of the designed system against variations in the 6, parameter. This controller gives the output variance E Y (~)~ = 1.9302 = 1.93. Let us illustrate how the methods discussed earlier in this paper can be used here. Thus let us assume that the system model does not exactly represent the true system but that there is some unmodelled dynamics. Specifically, let us design a minimum variance controller for the system
where {b2(t)} is a white noise sequence with variance G;
and independent of {e(t)}. Put 0 2 = 1 and ci = 0.01.
Defining the state vector x(t)
]', we can write eqn. 36 as
Introducing the vector z(t) = Ly(t),u(t -l)]' we see that we can compute the parametric minimum variance controller of the form u(t) = Fz(t) using the techniques developed in the previous section (note that z replaces the notation y in that section) by putting there Q,, = 1 and all other elements in the 4 x 4 matrix Q equal to zero, R = 0, Re = 0 (2 x 2 zero matrix), IEE Proc.-Control Theory Appl., Kil. 147, No. 6, November 2000 Note that the algorithms DAMl and DAM2 are identical in this example! We initialised the algorithm DAMl using F, = [0 01 and c = 0.00005. The algorithm produced the result Fop [-1.2885 -0.96321 (39) with J(F,,) = 1.3 105. The number of loss function gradient evaluations (=number of iteration steps) was 62 and the average number of loss function evaluations per iteration step was 3.4839 (which means that the total number of loss function evaluations was 2 16). The obtained controller
gives for the nominal model eqn. To illustrate the performance of the DAM algorithms let us repeat the above computations but now with R = 0.5. The DAMl (and the DAM2) algorithm gives the result
and the associated optimal loss value is 2.0672. The number of iteration steps was 104 and the average number of loss function evaluations per iteration step was 1.4808. This indicates that the loss function was made more convex, and hence easier to optimise, by the inclusion of the nonzero input weight R=0.5. The computed controller gives the output variance E Y (~)~ = 1.6271 for the nominal model, eqn. 33, with 6 , =0.99 and stabilises the system eqn. 33 for 0.901 5 bl 5 1.894. How does a P-controller perform for this example? For this purpose we just put u(t) = Fy(t) and redefine C and R, accordingly. We are again interested in minimising the output variance for eqn. 36. Set R = 0, E = 0.000001 and F, = 0. Now the DAMl (and DAM2) algorithm gives that
and the associated optimal loss value is 2.8725. One of the main advantages of the parametric LQ approach is that one can almost freely try out various controller structures. Typically, difficulties in the optimisation process for the DAM algorithms indicate either a bad choice of weighting matrices or possible robustness risks with the chosen controller structure or both. 
MlMO example
Now let c1 =0.715+Acl(t), where Acl(t) is a white noise process with variance a:=0.02. That is, we consider effects of variations in c , , which may simulate, for example, the effects of varying raw material properties. Let the control law be By defining the state vector x ( t ) = b(t),e,(t)]' we can write the system eqn. 43 with the random c, parameter as a stochastic state space system with three states in the form described in the preceding section. We computed the optimal feedback gain matrix F using the DAMl algorithm (in this example the DAMl and DAM2 algorithms are again equivalent). The algorithm was initialised with a zero matrix Fo = 0,e = 0.0000 1. 0 From these data it is straightforward to write up the equivalent discrete time control problem as described earlier (can be done automatically within MATLAB) and to apply the DAM1 and DAM2 algorithms to compute the optimal feedback gain matrix Fop.
The algorithms were initialised with Fo = -0.4 and c = l o p 5 . The DAMl algorithm gave the result; Fop = -9.9841 (49) with the associated optimal loss function value J(Fup)=O.l 1720, in six iteration steps with one loss function evaluation per iteration step. The DAM2 algorithm gave the result Fclp = -9.9839, and the same loss value J(Fop) = 0.1 1720, from the same initialisation data in six iteration steps with one loss evaluation per iteration step. So although the DAM1 and DAM2 are not equivalent in this example, they both performed efficiently.
It should be emphasised that it is easy to compute not only static but also dynamic controllers even in the random delay case. To illustrate this important point let us consider the first order dynamic controller Hence u(kh)=cflf21yu(kk) and so we are back in the standard problem formulation of Section 3. Thus we can find the optimal values o f f , and f 2 using the DAMl algorithm, say. This gives, with the initial valuesf, = -0.4 and,f2 = 0, and otherwise with the same initialisation data as earlier, the optimal gain values Fop = fi], = [-10.001 0.03301 (51) and the optimal loss value J(F,,,) = 0.1 1701 in nine iteration steps with one loss evaluation per iteration step.
We can clearly keep augmenting x,(kh) and y,(kh) with y(kh),y ((k -l)h) , . . . , u((k -l)h, and still get from eqn. 10 an augmented problem of the standard form treated in Section 3. Hence dynamic controllers of any order can be optimised with the DAM1 and DAM2 algorithms also for the random delay case. -2)h) , . . . ,
u((k
Conclusions
We have described a parametric LQ control framework for linear systems with random parameters. Specifically, we have derived the parametric LQ design equations for digital control of continuous-time systems with randomly varying delays between the sensor, controller and actuator nodes. This problem motivates in a nice manner the more general setup studied here. We have been especially interested to illustrate a very simple, yet efficient, approach for the numerical solution of such nonstandard LQ problems. By a suitable choice of augmented state systems, it is possible to consider both static and dynamic controllers within a single numerical framework. Robustness issues against, for example, modelling errors, unmodelled dynamics, varying disturbances and system delays can be addressed within this flexible framework.
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